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1. Water efficiency in context
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Introduction
Sustainability and water efficiency
The role of economic regulation in promoting water efficiency is
enshrined in European legislation. According to the Water Framework
Directive, pricing policies should:
• provide adequate incentives to use water resources efficiently
• consider the social, environmental and economic effects
Challenges to sustainability:
• population and demand growth
• climate change
• declining resource availability
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Important role for
water efficiency
measures…
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How to achieve water efficiency?
Many tools are available…

Water
companies

Customer
behaviours

Restrictions

Price

Subsidy

Education

• hosepipe
bans

• water
charging

• supply pipe
leaks

• appliance
bans

• metering

• water-saving
devices

• enforcement

• maintenance and
replacement
• district metering
• smart monitoring
technology

Infrastructure

• tariff design
• fines

• greywater
schemes

• leakage control
• pressure management
• traditional detection
• smart monitoring

Operations
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• bill information
• campaigns
• warnings
• community
events

• price caps + cost
efficiency targets
• leakage targets +
fines

Behavioural
• appliance
ratings
• social norms
on bills
• community
rewards

• KPI tables
• regulatory
monitoring
• newspapers

• outcome incentives

Regulation

Reputational
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2. The role of price signals
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The role of price signals
Theory and empirical evidence I
• requirements for price signals to work:
• policy + charging + metering + tariff design + responsive consumers
• types of tariff
• increasing block (IBT)
• seasonal
• smart
• evidence on impacts?
• metering + pricing reduces household water consumption (eg,
increased metering in England  reduced household PHC)
• however, (very) mixed evidence on the impact of price per se and of
specific tariff type impacts…
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The role of price signals
Theory and empirical evidence II
• what’s the international evidence of the impact of price (p/m3)?
• price is an important factor in explaining demand—although elasticity
is generally considered to be between 0 and -0.5, i.e. inelastic
• elasticity can be higher under IBTs than under uniform pricing
• elasticity is generally higher in the summer months
• elasticity varies significantly by region- or household-specifics
• impediments to using price as a tool?
• fairness—concerns around the impact on vulnerable groups;
moreover, water may be subsidised or tax-financed
• complexity—water companies need good data to implement
innovative tariffs; consumers need to understand the tariff design
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2. Behavioural interventions
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Beyond (just) price
Behavioural insights…
Which tools can change behaviour?
• water audits and saving kits
• social norms to encourage metering and water-saving technologies
• using visuals and prompts
Initiatives may involve providing customers with information and
incentives in combination with behavioural nudges, such as through:
• incentive schemes—through which people can earn points for pledging
to undertake activities that will reduce their water usage
• using company data—to provide timely feedback to customers to
encourage more efficient water use (e.g. smart metering, email, apps)
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Example of behavioural nudges
South West Water PR19 Business Plan
• GreenRedeem scheme
• community-based scheme
• points earned on mobile
• successful pilot => roll-out post 2020
• Advizzo scheme
• individual-based scheme
• big data and behavioural science
• social norm comparison (water use)
• targeted recommendations
• used in conjunction with social tariff
• successful pilot => roll-out post 2020
Source: South West Water (2018), ‘Targeted controls,
markets & innovation’, PR19 Business Plan, September.
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